The global rise of infectious diseases in one particular species of mammal (humans) has stimulated widespread research about the role that animals play in improving and compromising human health. Disease ecology, while a relatively young field, is now secure as a prominent subdiscipline because of the central role that ecology plays in the distribution and dynamics of infectious diseases. This is evidenced by increasing research outputs (in the form of scholarly publications) on both infectious diseases and zoonotic diseases (human infectious diseases with animal origins) over the last 20 years ([Supplementary Data SD1 and SD2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed, the number of published studies is increasing monotonically for mammals with no signs of slowing ([Supplementary Data SD2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although parasites and pathogens are ubiquitous in all vertebrates, and despite greater species richness in the other vertebrate classes (e.g., birds, amphibians), disease ecology of mammals has become and will likely remain a major research focus.

The trend of increasing interest in the disease ecology of mammals is evident from simple tallies of publications, but the diversity of topics explored, and the topics not well explored, is more difficult to assess. This is partly due to increasing difficulty in keeping pace with the volume of new literature produced each year. Since this high volume is not accompanied by proportional increases in human cognition or time, this also means that fewer papers are incorporated into qualitative synthetic reviews by experts. Even with the application of methods developed to systematically identify and select relevant articles (e.g., [@CIT0025]), selecting which articles to include in the final synthesis is inherently subjective. Similarly, mammalogists develop their own impressions of which topics are well-studied and which are neglected, but these are bound to be subjective and untested. We thought that an objective assessment of how published studies of disease ecology of mammals have been allocated to various topics would help to create mental maps (i.e., concept maps) of research spaces that are well-trodden versus those that have been neglected. Consequently, we collated and analyzed primary research (scholarly publications, including reviews) and applied a topic modeling approach ([@CIT0038]; [@CIT0004]; [@CIT0029]). Topic modeling is a machine-learning method that can directly discern prominent trends from text using semantic learning algorithms. These methods go beyond simply identifying frequently used terms or the occurrence of particular terms (key words) by also leveraging information about surrounding words. For instance, words like "detected," "during," "collected," and "including" are typically not included in literature searches, which are usually limited to key words, but such words are crucial for providing context and meaning (the semantics). These groups of words form "concepts," which comprise key words and surrounding words that together form a meaningful unit whose frequency and co-occurrence with other concepts can be measured statistically across a collection of texts, and that can also be mapped graphically (concept map). Topic modeling approaches have been applied to diverse fields, for instance, to uncover dominant sentiments in text from social media, and for bias determination through the analysis of word groupings between genders or ethnicities. Here, we apply this method to literature on disease ecology in mammals to identify the most prominent research topics (concepts). Because these mining and machine-learning methods are applied directly to the text, prominent research themes are identified on the basis of the words themselves, as well as on their context (i.e., the frequency and strength of their semantic relationships with each other). We applied these methods to two subsets of scholarly literature in disease ecology, one exclusively for review articles and one exclusively for journal articles, with the expectation that these corpora would distinguish well-established research topics (journal articles on particular host--pathogen systems) from more complex, systems-level topics (e.g., the relationship between climate or land-use change and disease) that may emerge from review articles. For the most prominent themes identified from journal and review articles, we further examined the text according to particular subcategories in disease ecology to highlight underrepresented areas for novel contributions.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================
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### Literature collation. {#s3}

Scientific literature on mammals and infectious diseases was collated via a literature search from Web of Science using the search string *mammal*\* AND *disease ecology* from 1980 to 2018. The resulting publications (*n* = 406) were divided into two groups: reviews and journal articles. Books, book chapters, and dissertations were excluded. These two groups were then checked via perusal to assess relevance. For example, publications that focused primarily on non-mammal taxa (e.g., birds, insects, fish) were removed (i.e., publications that were not about mammals); publications that described the development or usage of mammalian cell lines to assess pathogenesis of an infectious organism were removed (i.e., publications that were not ecological). Several articles were excluded because explicit investigation of parasites, pathogens, or infectious disease was not obvious. This manual filtering process resulted in 62 reviews and 76 journal articles for a total corpus of 138 publications. Although several articles were actively excluded, no attempt was made to manually augment this initial dataset. For instance, particular journal articles and reviews were notably missing from the results of this structured search in Web of Science. However, for reproducibility and consistency, our analyses proceeded with the subset of relevant papers that were discoverable using Web of Science. Articles were prepared for topic modeling by including the text of the abstract for each paper, but excluding all other identifiers (e.g., author names, journal title, article title).

### Topic modeling. {#s4}

Topic modeling is an approach that applies groups of algorithms for text mining and machine learning to discover themes within unstructured bodies of text ([@CIT0014]; [@CIT0004]; [@CIT0029]). These themes are defined by concepts, which are sets of weighted terms that are found to frequently co-occur (or "travel" together) throughout the literature corpus. In our topic model, implemented via Leximancer software ([www.leximancer.com](http://www.leximancer.com)), these concepts were extracted automatically from the literature corpus using unsupervised seeding in which the starting point of each concept (a single word, or concept seed) is identified based on the frequency of its occurrence in the text. More terms are added to each concept seed until the learning process forms a thesaurus of terms for each concept. The thesaurus is then used to determine if that concept is represented in particular segments of text across the literature corpus (both the frequency of occurrence and co-occurrences between concepts). In our model, sentence segment size was set to three sentences, and a text segment is scored as containing a particular concept if the cumulative weights of the thesaurus words contained in that segment cross a predefined threshold ([@CIT0034]; [@CIT0026]).

We modeled the corpus in three separate analyses: all articles together (reviews + journal articles, 138 articles total); review articles separately (62 articles); and journal articles separately (non-reviews; 76 articles). We generated a concept map depicting the results of each analysis. We further compared the results of the most important themes identified for reviews and journal articles by examining subcategories represented within all text segments comprising these major themes.

### Research subcategories. {#s5}

The most important themes in these analyses each contained 140--200+ text segments. To increase the resolution of these broad themes, we a priori identified eight subcategories of research in disease ecology. These subcategories were identified subjectively by authors (i.e., not by the topic models themselves) to represent more general research areas that cut across themes. We scored all of the three-sentence text segments that composed the most frequently represented themes for each analysis (the top two and the top four naturally emerging themes for journal and review articles, respectively). These subcategories were not mutually exclusive. The eight subcategories were defined as follows:

1.  Experimental studies. Research was based on experimental manipulation.

2.  Theoretical studies. Research was based on mathematical or other formal, predictive models; if models were used only to analyze empirical data (statistical models), then this was not considered to be "modeling." Modeling "experiments" (i.e., studies in which a model was used as the device for manipulating factors) were included here rather than in experimental studies.

3.  Comparative or descriptive studies. Research involved non-experimental, empirical studies (e.g., cross-species comparisons \[same pathogen, multiple hosts; same host, multiple pathogens\] and monitoring of patterns through time \[serosurveys through a season\]).

4.  Behavioral studies. Research involved some element of mammal behavior or behavioral ecology (e.g., studies that examine host behaviors that mitigate or exacerbate disease transmission).

5.  Immunological or microbiome studies. Research involved immunological interactions between hosts and pathogens or vectors. In addition, studies are included involving mechanisms of pathogenicity, including host microbiomes, and -omics research (e.g., genomics, proteomics, metabolomics) that was relevant to disease ecology.

6.  Biogeographic or macroecological studies. Research based on data from multiple study sites within a broad region or from multiple regions. Studies examining the geographic distributions of mammalian hosts or their pathogens are included.

7.  Vector studies. Research focused specifically on vectors (typically arthropods) and their role in mammalian disease ecology.

8.  Disturbance or environmental change. Research addressed the impact of rapid environmental change or disturbance (e.g., assessments of the effects of climate change, land-use change, pollution, or culling).

In some cases, text segments were not assigned to any category. This occurred only when the text segment entries provided insufficient information (e.g., when they included only introductory or contextual prose with no information on the approach or results of the study). Categorization was exclusively based on information in the text segments regardless of prior knowledge by the authors about a particular study or system.

All of the abstracts for reviews and journal articles, as well as Leximancer project configuration settings for the topic modeling analyses, are available online at figshare at the following DOIs---reviews: [http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5395066](10.6084/m9.figshare.5395066); journal articles: [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5395093](10.6084/m9.figshare.5395093); reviews project configuration settings: [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5395123](10.6084/m9.figshare.5395123); journal articles project configuration settings: [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5395135](10.6084/m9.figshare.5395135); all articles project configuration settings: [http://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5411608](10.6084/m9.figshare.5411608)).

Results and Discussion {#s6}
======================

Below, we present three separate model runs: one for all papers combined, one for reviews, and one for journal articles. Since the words and sentence fragments for each corpus are different, the number of themes identified and concepts included in each theme are different for each analysis.
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### All papers combined. {#s8}

Altogether, 138 articles (journal articles and review articles) were retained for topic modeling. Each theme (circles in [Figs. 1--3](#F1 F2 F3){ref-type="fig"}) represents one or more concepts (words inside the circles in concept maps). These concepts are initially placed on the concept map randomly, but as the semantic evidence for associations between concepts increase, concepts cluster closer together. Concepts located in close proximity appear more frequently or co-occur more frequently across many text segments in the corpus. The colors on the concept map correspond to a heat map, whose colors are based on theme connectivity, which is the sum of co-occurrences among each of the concepts contained within the theme. Theme connectivity gives a measure of the relative importance of the themes within a data set, with warmer colors representing higher connectivity between the concepts within a theme. Although theme color indicates connectivity, the size and relative positions of the circles are not meaningful; the circles serve only as boundaries and do not reflect theme prevalence within the corpus. Prominent themes are identified and ranked by the total number of sentence fragments and the summed connectivity between concepts in a theme.

![A concept map depicting the major research themes represented in the academic literature on disease ecology of mammals (including both reviews and journal articles). Words in black text are the concepts comprising larger themes. The size of the gray dot underlying each concept reflects its connectivity to other concepts on the map (i.e., how often that concept co-occurs with every other concept on the map); concepts with larger gray dots have greater connectivity to other concepts. The spanning tree (gray lines) draws further attention to the strongest connections between particular concepts. The larger, colored circles depict prominent themes, which are made up of highly connected concepts that appear together frequently within the same text segments. Concepts that "travel together" in this way also tend to appear near each other in map space. Occasional overlaps are meaningless. The name of each theme is determined by the most highly connected concept within the theme. These theme names are displayed within each circle as well as in the inset legend, which is organized in descending order of connectivity.](gyy174f0001){#F1}

![A concept map depicting the major research themes represented in academic review articles on disease ecology of mammals (excluding non-review journal articles). Each word represents a concept, with the size of gray dots beneath each concept scaling with the degree to which each concept is connected to other concepts. The spanning tree (gray lines) depicts the strongest connections between particular concepts across the corpus. Themes are collections of concepts that are identified by colored circles, with warmer colors corresponding to the most prominent concept within the theme. Theme labels within circles match colors in the legend, which is organized in descending order of connectivity.](gyy174f0002){#F2}

![A concept map depicting the major research themes represented in academic journal articles on disease ecology of mammals (excluding reviews). Multiple concepts (individual words) comprises themes whose prominence is indicated by warmer colors. The gray dots scale with the connectivity of the individual concept, and gray lines indicate concepts that are the most strongly connected to each other in the corpus.](gyy174f0003){#F3}

In a topic model on all articles (reviews and non-review journal articles), a total of 12 themes emerged ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For concepts in each theme, some words (e.g., vectors, habitat) have clearer meanings than do others (e.g., using, different, study). In Leximancer, it is possible to exclude such terms from the model (dropping the terms using, different, study). However, the relative importance of themes, and the composition of concepts included in the top most important themes, remained unchanged with minor variations in the thesaurus; thus, we elected not to engage in secondary pruning of concepts. Unsurprisingly, studies on mammalian species was the most prominent theme, followed by the "disease" theme, particularly the ecology of viral pathogens that pose an important health risk to humans. Additional major themes included studies related to the control of both wild and some domesticated populations (dogs \[*Canis familiaris*\], in particular), and studies emphasizing the geographical patterns (abundance, distribution, and population counts) of mammalian hosts and vectors.

### Reviews versus journal articles. {#s9}

A subset of 62 articles was categorized by Web of Science as review articles about disease ecology of mammals. Out of 14 major themes, four themes were the most important (quantified by the number of text segments in each theme; [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Review articles are strongly associated with the ecology of diseases with the potential to pose important health risks to humans. Another major theme of reviews included comparative studies of pathogen prevalence across mammal species, with particular emphasis on quantifying infection in marine mammals and bats.

Prominent themes among the 76 journal articles ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) represented studies conducted on rodents examining the ecology of rodent-borne diseases, and vector-borne diseases such as Lyme disease (caused by *Borrelia burgdorferi*, transmitted by ticks). Additional themes among journal articles included studies of natural populations of mammals that carry zoonotic pathogens (pathogens with a vertebrate origin that are infectious to humans), investigating their abundance, as well as disease risk and prevalence in both humans and wild species.

Further examination of the text segments composing the top themes in journal articles and reviews, separately, revealed that for journal articles, comparative or descriptive studies were far more common (over 80%) than were either experimental or modeling studies, which together comprised \~7% of the total text segments. The preponderance of comparative or descriptive studies was apparent for both of the top themes ("mammals" and "species"; [Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). For both themes, about 40% of text segments concerned particular arthropod vectors. Rather than being macroecological, the great majority of studies were undertaken at a single locality, although some of these studies examined more than one habitat type. Studies focusing on immunological, microbiological, and behavioral factors were represented poorly, and fewer than 10% of studies examined the effects of anthropogenic disturbance or environmental change. Taken together, the results indicate that most studies represented local-scale, comparative, or descriptive approaches to mammal--pathogen--disease relationships, with a strong focus on vector-borne diseases. Experimental, modeling, immunological, and behavioral approaches were strikingly underrepresented.

![The percentage of text segments from the top two most important themes identified from a topic model on non-review journal articles on disease ecology of mammals.](gyy174f0005){#F5}

For the review articles, results were qualitatively similar to those for journal articles, but showed greater diversity across subcategories. For example, although comparative or descriptive reviews were more frequent than were experimental or modeling approaches, reviews generally emphasized macroecological and immunological or microbiological approaches more than did non-review articles ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that researchers reviewing published literature disproportionately emphasize the importance of these two approaches relative to researchers who publish non-review articles. The considerably greater emphasis in review than non-review papers on macroecological and immunological or microbiological approaches suggests that authors writing overviews and syntheses have called for more primary research in these areas, but so far, these urgings have not come to fruition. Across the four major themes identified in review articles, few clear differences characterized the sub-categorization of text segments that represent these themes ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). One exception is the apparent emphasis on the "disease" theme in the macroecological, vector, and disturbance categories, whereas the "populations" theme was uncommon across all categories.

![The percentage of text segments that fell into eight non-mutually exclusive subcategories of research in disease ecology found in review articles and non-review journal articles. For reviews, sub-categorizations of the text segments from the top four most important themes were averaged together. For journal, text segments from the top two themes were averaged.](gyy174f0004){#F4}

![The percentage of text segments from each of the four most important themes identified from a topic model on review papers on disease ecology of mammals.](gyy174f0006){#F6}

Across all topic models and identified themes, 'mosquitoes' was notably absent as a concept. One reason for this may be that studies focusing on mosquito-borne diseases of mammals are subsumed in the prominent "human disease" theme, although if this were the case, we might expect that mosquitoes, or the mosquito genera *Aedes* and *Anopheles*, would arise as a concept in the topic modeling of journal articles, similar to the appearance of ticks ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We posit that the absence of mosquitoes as a theme or as an identifiable concept in the disease ecology corpus may highlight a public health (as opposed to an ecological) bias for conducting research towards the development of control measures against mosquito-borne diseases (for instance, vaccine and drug development) as opposed to basic research on the ecology of mosquito vectors or mosquito-borne diseases, even zoonotic diseases with important sylvatic cycles in mammals (e.g., flaviviruses, such as Zika and Yellow Fever viruses, and some *Plasmodium* parasites).

Although the concept "virus" appeared consistently in top themes across all analyses, none of the other types of parasites or pathogens did so. This was somewhat surprising given that there are more mammal-borne bacterial pathogens that are capable of causing illness in humans ([@CIT0039]; [@CIT0016]), and the majority of human disease outbreaks (those that are increasing in incidence of geographic range) have been caused by bacterial pathogens ([@CIT0035]). However, among zoonoses categorized as emerging (increasing in incidence, or expanding geographically), viruses are more common than bacteria, and more people are impacted by common viral diseases globally (e.g., viral gastroenteritis, dengue virus, influenza, HIV---[@CIT0028]). This is accompanied by an outsized perception of disease risk for highly virulent zoonotic viruses (Ebola virus, Lassa fever) compared to bacterial diseases, and especially compared to more chronic infections caused by helminths. Helminth parasites are a major source of disease and poverty in one-third of the global human population ([@CIT0020]), and cause diseases in several economically important livestock species ([@CIT0008]). Helminth parasites play an important role in regulating some host populations and affecting broader ecological communities ([@CIT0010]). Despite this, we found that studies on the ecology of helminth parasites in mammals were few, suggesting that helminth diseases are a neglected research topic in humans ([@CIT0021]) as well as other mammals.

Behavioral ecology and animal behavior in general are fundamentally important to studies of infectious disease dynamics and risk ([@CIT0019]; [@CIT0009]; [@CIT0011]). Nonetheless, the number of studies explicitly investigating behavioral aspects of disease ecology represented only 5% and 7% of the top themes in journal articles and reviews, respectively. This could reflect long-standing challenges in behavioral ecology, which include the need to collect large amounts of data to account for high variation among individuals, populations, environments, or seasons. In contrast to areas like molecular ecology, where the fast pace of technological developments has made diagnostic tools more affordable, basic empirical work in behavioral ecology continues to be an expensive endeavor in terms of time and funding. However, advances in understanding disease dynamics rely on basic knowledge about host movement and behaviors ([@CIT0013]), and may be especially important for more accurately forecasting spillover events of interest for zoonotic diseases in human populations ([@CIT0032]). Technological advances to studying animal movement, such as those incorporated through the International Cooperation for Animal Research Using Space (ICARUS) Initiative ([@CIT0022]), could catalyze new research exploring disease-related questions that were previously intractable due to data limitations.

Our consideration of scientific publications demonstrates a high and increasing level of research productivity in the realm of mammalian disease ecology and suggests a promising future for this field ([Supplementary Data SD1 and SD2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, research undertaken is dominated by descriptive and comparative approaches for studying mammal host--vector--parasite associations within local study sites. Such studies are fundamental to the development of a strong empirical foundation in natural history and population biology of disease. Mammalian disease ecologists are poised to capitalize on this foundation and make rapid advancements in developing research areas of strong conceptual and practical importance. In particular, the pursuit of mechanisms underlying associations between mammals and their pathogens and vectors would be enhanced by experimental approaches that strengthen causal inference. For example, experiments can be designed to test molecular-level controls on pathogen invasion of host tissues, or immunological and endocrinological influences on host invasibility by particular pathogens ([@CIT0012]). Experiments can reveal which host community parameters, anthropogenic disturbances, or host behaviors strongly influence the dynamics of pathogen transmission and disease spread or decline.

Although host behaviors, by impacting pathogen transmission, play a fundamental role in disease ecology, several widespread animal behaviors remain poorly studied, including sociality (e.g., [@CIT0030]), aggression (e.g., [@CIT0015]), individual dispersal (e.g., [@CIT0006]), and behaviors that span vast distances (e.g., nomadism, seasonal migration---[@CIT0001]). Given their importance and the inherent difficulty in studying host behavior in natural settings, hypotheses generated by a combination of empirical and theoretical approaches may help identify situations in which causality is empirically tractable. Simple epidemiological models can incorporate empirical data patterns from manipulative or observational studies explicitly to form an iterative model-data-model loop that begins to draw boundaries on realistic disease patterns and the mechanisms that drive them in nature ([@CIT0017]; [@CIT0036]). Similarly, theoretical approaches can identify important characteristics that are causally linked to host--pathogen--vector associations, for instance, by incorporating biting and pathogen incubation rates within vectors (extrinsic incubation) to enhance predictive understanding of the risk of pathogen invasion into naive host populations ([@CIT0007]). Biogeographic patterns of mammalian host--pathogen--vector interactions are less amenable to experimental approaches but are critical for understanding zoonotic disease risk to human populations and to the conservation of mammals worldwide ([@CIT0036]).

Our results can be compared to those of a recent review of the application of disease ecology concepts to wildlife disease management ([@CIT0023]). Of the 12 theoretical concepts arising from disease ecology that they selected, [@CIT0023] found that only density-dependent transmission was applied in \>10 of the reviewed papers, and only four other concepts (i.e., seasonal disease dynamics, individual-level variation, spatial transmission dynamics, and multi-host dynamics) were applied in more than five papers. The approaches taken by [@CIT0023] are distinct from those we take in important ways. They a priori identified a set of concepts from disease ecology, whereas we allowed the topic modeling algorithm to identify themes, including theoretical concepts. In addition, [@CIT0023] explored the conceptual drivers of wildlife management, whereas we focused more broadly on mammalian biology. Nevertheless, some lessons emerge from comparing the two efforts. One is that the literatures on wildlife disease management and mammalian biology overlap in emphasizing host population density as either a management endpoint or a driver of disease dynamics. A second is that the literature on mammalian disease ecology emphasizes studies of rodents and bats, which are perhaps less frequently the focus of efforts by wildlife biologists to manage wildlife disease, leading to somewhat distinct taxonomic foci by the two disciplines. Finally, the results of systematic reviews can differ based on initial search strategies and analytical approaches. Future work could investigate these broad patterns by comparing major research themes identified in literature compared to those arising from more narrowly defined search terms. Comparing such results may shed light on whether our understanding of some topics in disease ecology are driven primarily by research arising from particular animal taxa (e.g., specific mammal taxa, or specific classes of vertebrates), or from particular systems (terrestrial versus aquatic, managed versus protected versus wild).

Conclusion {#s10}
==========

The field of disease ecology has a well-developed theoretical and conceptual framework that guides much of the empirical science, including that conducted by mammalogists ([@CIT0031]). Rather than relying on expert opinion or other subjective approaches to understand and synthesize recent efforts in disease ecology involving mammals, we chose to apply topic modeling to enhance transparency, repeatability, and objectivity. We close by suggesting a few research areas that would help develop some of the research areas that our analyses indicate are uncommon.

First, although many pathogens experience enhanced rates of transmission with increasing host density (density-dependent transmission), the importance of transmission processes that are independent of host density (frequency-dependent transmission) is poorly understood. Frequency dependence can occur when behaviors structure intraspecific interactions so that contact rates and opportunities for transmission are independent of density, and also can occur when vectors are required for transmission. Because of the prominence of culling hosts to manage disease transmission, under the assumption of density dependence, determining when transmission is less dependent on density is critical in developing both theory and application ([@CIT0005]).

Second, publicly available databases on mammals and their parasites are allowing explorations of key topics in mammalian disease ecology ([@CIT0036], [@CIT0037]). However, determining which parasites infect which hosts remains deceptively difficult in some cases. For instance, some mammals might be listed as a host for a particular parasite on the basis of the detection of antibodies to that parasite, but some mammals might be able to clear infections rapidly after seroconversion, whereas others might not. Even the binary detection of the parasite itself, or its nucleic acids, in certain host species might mask large differences between hosts in their ability to support infection and shed propagules. Quantification of the roles played by mammalian host species in maintaining and transmitting parasites, versus absorbing and destroying them, would permit researchers to determine the consequences of population or community dynamics and anthropogenic impacts on disease prevalence. Comparisons of the macroecology of host exposure to parasites with the macroecology of host immune responses could constitute the foundation for a new discipline, macroimmunology.

Third, disease ecologists increasingly focus on the impacts of global climate change on transmission, prevalence, and disease dynamics ([@CIT0018]; [@CIT0033]; [@CIT0002]). However, more attention is devoted to ectothermic species, including the parasites, arthropod vectors, and many of the hosts, than to endotherms. Although the body temperatures of endotherms are buffered against a range of environmental conditions, environmental temperatures can affect immunological and endocrinological functions that influence host susceptibility and behavior ([@CIT0019]; [@CIT0027]). As the geographic ranges of both endotherms and ectotherms change with climate, new host--parasite--vector associations can develop, potentially altering transmission, infection, and disease ([@CIT0024]; [@CIT0003]). Integrated studies of how climate change affects physiological and behavioral processes relevant to mammal--parasite interactions and alters interactions with vectors could help to develop mitigation strategies that protect mammals and their ecosystems in a rapidly changing world.
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Supplementary Data SD1.---Bar charts representing the annual number of articles catalogued in Web of Science through 2016. Results are from a search using the string \[\<*vertebrate class*\>\] AND *infectious disease*.

Supplementary Data SD2.---Bar charts representing the annual number of articles catalogued in Web of Science through 2016. Results are from a search using the string \[\<*vertebrate class*\>\] AND *zoono\* disease*.
